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The politics/administration dichotomy persists because it is maintained
by the confusion in the distinction between politics and administration and
doctrine of "separation of powers" which was designed to safeguard human
rights and civil liberties against the power of despotic rulers and despotic
"majorities." It is even 'strengthened 'by the American career bureaucrats who
protect the status they had achieved through the merit system and the acade
mic addiction to the dichotomy myth. A theory of interdependence is neces
sary and, can be achieved by focussing on the bureaucracy and emphasizing
the "unity rule," Officials who administer best 'arepolitically competent also.

Introduction

The dogma of "separation of politics and administration" has been
under attack ever since it was promulgated in 'the US. According to Paul
Appleby, "Goodnow's early discussion drew a line less abrupt between
policy and administration than some who later quoted him seemed to
know, "1 Appleby also quotes Luther Gulick as having denied, the separation
of policymaking and administration as far back as 1933. Similarly, Appleby
quotes Charles Merriam and Louis Brownlow to support his own conclusion
that, " , , . the long attempts to make sharp and real the separation of
powers, the separations of policymaking and administration and politics and
administration, have been undergoing abandonment." 2

A generation later, Dwight Waldo observed that we, recognize "the
. 'politics-administration dichotomy' as a seriously erroneous description of
reality, and as a deficient, even pernicious, prescription for action," 'Never
theless, he wrote, "despite its ideological, 'mythic' qualities - and perhaps in
part because of them - the concept served a useful function." And yet, he
continued, " .. ,ageneratiori after the discrediting of 'politics - administra
tion, we have made little progress in developing a 'formula' to replace it."3
Gerald Caiden also tells us that "although the ideal of depoliticized bureau
cracy firmly places government in the hands of professional politicians , , " "
and " .. , denies any political role to public officials," in, fact "politicians
perform administrative duties, and officials assume political responsibili
ties."4

*Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Hawaii at Manoa. The
paper was originally presented at a panel discussion sponsored by the Section for Inter
national and Comparative Administration during the conference of the American Society'
for Public Administration in Anaheim, California, March 1986.
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,Why is it that although leading scholars of publicadministration have
denounced th't: notion of "separation" as a myth, it nevertheless persists in
America as a guide .to action, a premise of administrative theory?", To correct
the myth we need arh\~temative theory: It is not enough to simply criticize.
In this light two questi(fus will be considered:'

(1) Why does the separation myth persist?
(2) What alternative theory can be formulated?

No definitive answers to these questions are offered here. This concept
ual essay has two parts, each offering reflections on the two questioris raised
above. The first part explains the strength of the myth of the separation be
tween politics, and administratiori in the United States; while the second part
proposes an alternative framework based on the interdependence of politics
and administration.

The Maintemmce of a Myth

It is easy to confuse the notion of separating administration from poli
tics with the doctrine of the "separation of powers," expressed in the US
Constitution. That doctrine was designed to safeguard human rights and civil
liberties against the power of authoritarian .rulers or despotic "majorities"
by splitting the locus of power into separate and balanced centers of poli
tical authority. It did not contain a distinction between politics and.admi
nistration. Indeed, the American Constitution contains .no references to "ad
ministration." Alexander Hamilton, a founding father, wrote about the great
importance of administration in government, but his theories presupposed
the essential involvement of administration in politics.5

Civil Service Reform

It was not until the latter part of the nineteenth century -. just a hun
dred years ago - that the separation of administration from politics became
a popular slogan linked with the "progressive" movement that aimed to
develop public service careers at the expense of the spoils system. The name
of Woodrow Wilson is often associated nowadays with this campaign, but the
reform movement antedated his efforts and the dichotomy myth was popu
larized later on. In retrospect, later scholars rediscovered Wilson and they
often quote his famous essay as a basic source for the myth.6We must, ins
tead, look elsewhere for a more fundamental understanding of the forces
that led to the development of the myth.?

To persuade congressmen to accept civil service reform, it was necessary
to induce them to vote for _changes that seemed to undercut their own
ability to win elections. Spoils had become a bulwark of the party system,
motivating volunteers to do campaign work in exchange for promised jobs,
but the system became a mixed blessing. Negative commitments and pres
.sures resulting from it led many congressmen to welcome changes, but what
changes would they accept?
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Similar considerations touched the presidency and the political parties.

Those who. won elections could pressure their spoils appointees to work for
their reelection. On the other hand the opposition who lacked the resources
to finance their campaigns, could rely onan army of hungry' volunteers to
help them - provided, of course, there was a reasonable prospect of jobs as
rewards for victory.

The Politics of Merit. The progressives.justified the merit system on
administrative grounds. They argued that officials recruited on the basis of
competitive examinations would be more efficient than spoilsmen. More
over, career officials would gain experience and competence that short-term,
rotating personnel could never acquire. ..

However, this argument for administrative efficiency could not over
come the political fears of members of Congress. Those in opposition were
afraid that, after the spoils system was abolished, they could not promise
jobs to volunteer workers, but the party in power would still be able to use
civil servants as campaign workers. To overcome this fear, one principle of
political neutrality was popularized. Career officials would be forbidden to
engage in "political," i.e. partisan, activity. They would become "nonpoli
tical" administrators.

The emergent myth of a dichotomy between politics and administra
tion, i.e., the possibility of appointing nonpolitical officials, therefore,.
strengthened the progressive movement and helped secure congressional sup
port for the Pendleton Act which became law in 1883.. If career officials
recruited by examination would really be politically neutral, then it would be
possible to. improve the quality of administration as promised by elected
politicians, and at the same time some of the embarassing obligations to their
supporters made by these politicians could actually be reduced.

Nonpartisan Career Officitils. After public officials gained tenure as..
long-term career bureaucrats, moreover, they acquired a. vested interest in
political neutrality for two reasons. First, it relieved them of the unpleasant
duty of electioneering. More importantly, it assured them job security when
ever the party in opposition came to power, Consequently, career officials
quickly championed the notion that administrative functions could be per
formed in a nonpolitical way. It served their personal inte :ests to argue for a
sharp dichotomy between politics and administration.

To reach this conclusion, however, they accepted a narrow 'definition
of politics, equating it with involvement in the activities, especially the
campaigns, of political parties. The term was identified with electioneering.

-In a broad sense, however, politics includes all efforts to shape public
policies and direct their implementation. Public bureaucracies everywhere
are necessarily political in this broader sense, whether or not. their members
are partisan in electoral campaigns.
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Parenthetically, bureaucracy is used here to refer to the aggregate of all
appointed military and civilian officials in a government. No doubt the word
has many other possible meanings.f Originally, it referred to a political sys
tem dominated by appointed officials or the "bureaucratic policy." It is
often used for some subset of appointed officials, e.g., the civil services only,
career appointees only, or higher officials only. The concept embraces all the
appointed office-holders of a government. working under the formal author
ity of a chief.executive. The incumbents of a bureaucracy, ofcourse, may be
referred to as "bureaucrats."

Civil service reform, in short, changed the motivation of public officials.
It largely replaced the party politics of spoils appointees with the program
politics of career bureaucrats. Nonpartisan program politics, accordingly, has
far-reaching consequences in contemporary America, affecting equally both
its political and its administrative life.

The distinctive pattern of program-oriented nonpartisan politics found
in America can be attributed in part to a peculiarly American adaptation of
the British merit system In England, career officers were first recruited to a
"class," and then. assigned, in rotation, to posts in various departments where
members of their class were eligible. Higher positions were monopolized by
members of the "administrative class." This scheme, actually, was based on
the British exprience in governing India where they had evolved a ruling In
dian civil service whose fundamental model followed the example of the
Chinese mandarinate system 9 .

The British formula was viewed by the American reformers as unaccept
ably aristocratic or elitist. Consequently, while accepting the idea of a merit
system, they revised t,he formula by abandoning the notion of administrative
classes. Instead, they recruited all personnel through competitive examina
tions. Starting at .the bottom, positions were classifed and filled competitive
ly. This meant that in each service, professionalism prevailed: one had to be
an agriculturist in the Department of Agriculture, a doctor in Public Health,
an engineer in Transporation, etc.! 0 As an inescapable result,'specialists in
each government agency became strongly committed to its policies and pro
grams since their own careers were at stake: a program's survival and growth
led to personal success, while organizational failure meant personal disas
ter.

The program-oriented career system unintentionally reinforced a pecu
liar dynamics of any presidentialist system, based on the autonomy of Con
gress derived from the separation of powers. Unlike a parliament, presiden
tialist congresses have the prerogative to make laws whether or not the Presi
dent supports them. Such legislatures find themselves deluged with a vast
agenda that can only be handled by delegating much real power to their
committees and.subcommittees. In this situation, interested public officials
found that they could best assure the development and survival of their
agencies by means of energetic program politics involving much interaction
both with congressional committees and with private interest groups. 11
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American career bureaucrats, therefore, necessarily became deeply in

volved in a complex, interesting and new type of program politics that their
predecessors under the spoils system had not experienced. They had much to
gain from success and more to lose from failure. Moreover, to protect the
status they had achieved through the merit system, they needed to support
the myth of a dichotomy between politics and administration.

Meanwhile, a considerable number of bureaucrats, especially in higher
level executive positions, remained under the spoils system, although they
were more politely called "political appointees."To retain the myth of a
dichotomy between politics and administration, these temporary officials •
were thought of as belonging outside the category of bureaucrats. Their
overt involvement in party. politics was. obviously linked to administrative
functions, but we simply disposed of the question by talking about them as
as participants in the political, not the administrative, side of the .dichoto-
my. Although the notion of a bureaucracy originally included all appointed
officials, its redefinition after the civil service reforms to include only career
officers tended to reinforce the dichotomy myth.
Academic Premises for the Myth

The fact that reformers,politicians and civil servants embraced the
dichotomy myth for their own reasons does not explain why many Ameri
can scholars also accepted the myth. We might have expected them to unite
in opposition to an idea that obscured the essential interdependence of polio
tics and administration. Although some political scientists have protested the •
myth from its inception, a cleavage emerged in the mainstream of Political
Science between those who focus attention on "politics" and others who
concentrate on "administration." .

Five considerations help us account for the academic addicti.on to the
dichotomy myth. They include:

(1) the civic/imperial (Greek/Roman) tradition;
(2) a structural cleavage in American Universities;
(3) the theory/practice dichotomy;
(4) the left/right opposition; and .
(5) the failure of comparative administration

Civic!Imperial Traditions. Dwight Waldo has pointed to fundamental
cleavage in the Western tradition that contributes significantly to the poli
tics/administration dichotomy, namely the uneasy mixture of Greek Civic
values with the Roman imperial tradition. The civic values reflected in the
classical republics with their emphasis on the equality of citizens in the polis,
as elaborated subsequently in British constitutional development, were also
stressed in the American Constitution and Declaration of Independence.

By contrast, the Roman imperial tradition instituted a hierarchy of
government officials whose authority was based on alegal system which they
enforced. Whereas our "political" ideas are rooted in the Greek civic tradi-
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tion, our "administrative" notions can be traced to Roman imperial
origins. 12 Without trying to summarize Waldo's elaboration of this thesis; let
us point to three structural cleavages in American university life that seem to
be related to it. Although each of these dichotomies isautonomous, it seems
to have a significant relationship to the civic/imperial cleavage.

Structural Cleavages in American Universities. There is a .fundamental
. distinction in American universities between disciplinary departments and
professional schools. In the Iormer..prlority' is given to knowledge as an erid
in itself. IS this not a reflection of the Greek civic tradition? In the Socratic
mode, academic departments are supposed to advance understanding by re
search and to impart knowledge to students without worrying about their
subsequent careers. By contrast-professional schools are deliberately intend
ed to prepare students for future careers. Could this be a reflection of the
Roman tradition, stressing the skills needed to maintain an orderly society?

Since many different kinds of knowledge are typically required in any
career, professional schools are necessarily interdisciplinary. They may call
upon disciplinary departments to instruct their students as a service func
tion. For example, if they need to teach foreign languages, they can ask a
language department to help them. Alternatively they may have their own
language in-house departments: a business school, for example, will have its
own economics department, and schools of agriculture reproduce depart
ments of sociology.

We normally expect bask research and the development of knowledge
to occur in disciplinary departments, and we assume that professional
schools will use this knowledge in training their students. To support such
collaboration, .faculty members in professional schools usually. have a Ph.D:
·from an academic department, and they may even hold a joint appointment
in such a department. However, in the case of Public Administration, pecu
liar tensions and tenuous relationships emerged.

Training programs for public officials originated outside universities,
and at first were oriented primarily to local government. The Training
School of Public Service, founded in 1911 by the New York Bureau of Muni
cipal Research, was a pioneer. This .school and those sponsored by various
municipal reform leagues were interdisciplinary and career-oriented,' giving
priority to the teaching of useful skills. When many of these programs were
eventually taken over by universities, they retained their technical, non
politicalorientation.U They did not look to Political Science for fundamen
tal knowledge needed by future bureaucrats, and politicalsoientists, for their
part, were not led to think o-f public service training programs as a promising
market for their research findings.

One explanation for this gap lies in the structure of the career services
in American government. The program-oriented basis for recruitment to the
career services, as noted above, encouraged the development of professional
schools, many of whose graduat-es were destined to become government offi
cials. The teaching of public administration, therefore, became highly frag-
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mented - educational administration, public health administration, library
administration, social welfare administration, etc. were taught in profession
.al schools as marginal. subjects for students whose focus was on a public pro
gram area. Most officials, as t~ey rose in the governmental hierarchy, relied
on personal experience' and in~itiori - marginally .supplemented by in-Serv
ice training programs - for their understanding of public administration.

No recognized profession of "public administrator" emerged. Instead,
.some marginal functions of government that could not be subsumed under
the categories recognized in the professional schools - notably, those .asso- ,
ciated with such "staff" services as personnel, budget and finance, and plan
ning - emerged as a primary focus for "public administration training." The

,classic formulation of these .auxiliary .functions of government can be found
in Luther Gulick's POSDCORB: planning, organizing, staffing, directing,
coordinating, reporting and budgeting. In a bitterly competitive environ
ment, schools that began to offer the Master of Public Administration (MPA)
degree had to focus on.subjects that seemed directly relevant to placement in
the few government jobs open to non-program specialists. Although a few
institutions - the University of Southern California, ~or example - were.
able to establish professional schools for public administration, the field
remained largely an academic home. Under these handicaps, most political
scientists, . as Waldo protests, continue to think of Public Administration as
a field concerned with "the' 'lower things' of government, details for lesser
minds:14 .

, The Theory/Practice Dichotomy. The split between academic depart
ments and professiorial schools, was reinforced,by an internal cleavage that
appears in 'many of the academic departments: the dichotomy between
theory and practice. Tensioris between researchers' and teachers on the one
side and practitioners on the other are' foundinBociology, Anthropology,
Psychology, Linguistics, and many other fields. The theorists justify. their
academic isolation and penury by claims of "purity" whereas the,practition
ere .support their seeming affluence and responsibility by claims of "rele
vance." ,

At the risk of sounding far-fetched, we may connect the interest in
theory to the Greek fascination With intellectual inquiry and the pursuit of
knowledge for its own sake, while the concern. with practice may be linked.
to the Roman 'preoccupation with making a large-scale imperial system work.
Within the field of governmental studies' there were many, who thought of
politics as "pure" (in the, Greek tadition) while others saw the focus on
administration 'as "relevant" (iIi the Roman mode). Advanced studies in ad
ministration could lead to government jobs, to a "profession."

At the facUlty .level, specialists in Public Administration often found
employment in a professional school and even those who remained ill Poli
tical, Science departments frequently obtained .supplementary employment
as consultants or took a leave to work for government. There was always a
good market for "non-political" research on administrative problems. Sad to
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say, such opportunities were less -available to the political scientists who
chose to focus on politics:

Another factor may have heightened this estrangement: the. theory and
knowledge of politics evolved largely on an endogenous basis, relying on the
speculations and research of political scientists. By contrast, after public
administration was divorced' from politics, its exponents found more inspira
tion and data in the work of non-political scientists than they did in their
own departments. Much of the basic. theory of. public administration drew
on the work of pioneers in business and industrial management - Frederick
Taylor, Chester Barnard, Mary Parker Pollet, Henri Fayol, Lyndall Urwick 
as augmented bythe research of sociologists and psychologists: Max. Weber,
Elton Mayo, Chris Argyris. Some, like Herbert Simon, sought a balance be
tween economics and political science.

No doubt some good analogies can be drawn between the dynamics of
business management, and those of public administration. However, the
motives for effective management. in market-based organizations are' so
radically different from the political constraints that govern public agencies
that the transfer .of ideas and practices from one to the other of these do
mains is often misleading. Students of politics came increasingly to scorn spe
cialists in administration as lightweights who sold out not only to their itch
for government jobs, but also to the interests of an impressive establishment.
By defining politics out of administration, administrative theory fell into a
limbo that justified the scorn of those on the "pure" side of the theory/
practice dichotomy.

Despite this prejudice, Public Administration became a standard subject
of instruction in political science departments. Here, in a purely academic
environment, we might have expected to find well-grounded theories based
on the genuine interdependence of politics and administration. Although
some' political scientists, as noted above, attacked the dichotomy myth, they
failed to produce an acceptable alternative theory' based on the interdepen
dence of politics and administration. Consequently, teachers of public admi
nistration often become estranged from their colleagues.

In one exceptional department of political scienee, however, it appear
ed for a while, during the 1930s, that a genuine synthesis might occur, At
the University of Chicago, under the leadership of CharlesE. Merriam,
administration and its political foundations were closely studied. Marshall
Dimock, M. Gaus, Leonard D. White and Paul P. Van Riper were among its
scholars who wrote extensively about public administration.. Dimock tells us
that " ... the successful administrator is one who has ... political sense ...
We are not talking about the official who is an active member-of a political
party; we mean the man who understands people and affairs so well that he
is able to get things done ..." 15

Nevertheless, when White's textbook on Public Administration came
out in 1926 - it was the first in its field and remained the most influential
for many years - it contained almost no political analysis. 16 White himself.
was clearly very conscious of the politics/administration linkage. as
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manifested in his magisterial four-volume history of American govern
ment. 17Why, we must ask, did political scientists who understood the link
ages between politics and administration write as though the myth of. a
dichotomy was empirically valid?

The answer can be found, both inside and outside the setting of science
departments. The outside aspect is easier to' explain. Insofar as the primary
market for Public Administration textbooks could be found in.career-orient
ed professional training programs, there was a substantial demand for works
that simplified reality by excluding the political' dimension. Authors who'
wanted to augment their income by writing marketable texts, and theirpub
lishers, may well have conspired (unconsciously, perhaps) to present. depo
liticized interpretations that would be more acceptable both to candidates
for government jobs and their superiors. They found "practice" more appe-al
ing than "theory." .

Meanwhile, specialists on politics criticized their colleagues who were
writing on public administration, accusing them of diluting or prostituting
their profession. Members of the. American Political Science: Association
interested in administration felt so neglected that they pulled out to form
the American Society for Public Administration, whose .leadership for a
long time was based in Chicago right next to the University. If students of
public administration were going to ignore politics, it seemed logical for spe

.cialists on politics to ignore administration.

The Left/Right Opposition. The theory/practice.dichotomy may have
been reinforced by some unintended political effects of the shift away from
the spoils system. By curtailing the attractiveness of volunteering in politi
cal campaigns, the merit system made parties more dependent on financial
contributions, especially from the well-to-do, to cover their campaign costs;
This, in .turn, made party candidates vulnerable to their patrons who natu
rally expected tangible benefits from victory. Today, as television promo
tion becomes prominent, electoral costs .have.escalated. When we contrast
the presidentialist system with parliamentary regimes, we become keenly
aware of the great cost of securing a national majority of voters for a presi
dent, by contrast with the relatively modest expense of localelectioris in
which even minority candidates can gain significant power in parliament.
Apart from its financial aspects, the need to mobilize a vast electorate for

. presidential candidates also compels American parties to adopt compromise
platforms that scarcely generate the kind of popular enthusiasm that might
trigger mass contributions by the poor. 18

It seems, therefore, to be an inherent requirement of anyviable presi
dential system that it sustain the power and privileges of. the affluent; For .
those whose interest in politics has a Greek civic basis, where the equal rights
of all citizens are stressed, and political responsibility is a primary norm, the
American polity is seen increasingly as. unacceptably -elitist and biased
toward the privileged. Many "Political" scientists, consequently, questiori

.the American system of government and call for fundamental reforms. They
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may be attracted to nee-Marxist perspectives, and even non-Marxists
denounce the "power elites" in American politics.t?

By contrast, some "administrative" theorists, estranged from the main
stream of political science, and looking for inspiration .to business adminis
tration and the behavioral scientists: who advise industry, have generated
order-oriented theories. They frequently use "management" as a key term,
and develop a topdown, hierarchical way of talking that gives them a pro
establishment image. May we not, again, relate this way of thinking to the
Roman imperial tradition?

Of course, no sweeping generalizations are justifiable. Some specialists
. on "politics" are very conservative and there are rebels within the public
administration community, as manifested, for example, in the existentialist,
phenomenologist, and "New Public, Administration" movements. Neverthe
less, while both the, left/right cleavage and the theory/practice cleavage
among political scientists cut across the politics/administration split, on
balance, they both tend to reinforce the myth of a dichotomy between
politics and administration.

All of these underlying cleavages and the fears they generate are so po
werful that they cannot be overcome by "voice in the wilderness" protests
from scholars who vainly seek to expose the fallacy of the dichotomy myth .
What we need, is a powerful new paradigm or framework that directly
confronts the interdependence of politics and administration, a frame
work that will motivate the political scientists to 'take the administrative
problems of government seriously, and at the same time induce the adminis
trative theories to pay serious attention to the politics of public administra
tion.

The Failure of Comparative Administration. At one time it seemed that
the postwar exposure of American public administration specialists to the
governments of developing countries would exercise a powerful corrective
influence. Because American specialists working abroad confronted situa
tions in which bureaucratic power was overwhelmingly obvious and ad
versely affected administration. In the early 1960s, some of us hoped that
a comparative administration movement based on this experience could
counteract the dichotomy myth. We became active in the Comparative Ad
ministration Group (CAG), under the auspices of the American Society for
Public Administration, with generous support from the Ford Foundation.
In the end, however, we failed. Paradoxically, the American experience over
seas reinforced the dichotomy myth.

Virtually all of the new states who gained their independence after a
period of imperial domination and control had well organized public bu
reaucracies but very poorly established institutions for citizen participation
in self-government - and the older monarchies that did survive had become
derelicts. Most developing countries collapsed after a "vestibule" period
which lasted, on the average, no more than six years. When the new represen-
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tative institutions collapsed secretly organized bureaucratic groups - mainly,
though not exclusively, military officers - seized power, suspended the
Constitution and imposed arbitrary rule.

As a result, bureacratic power prevailed at the expense of popular
government, and administrative capacity plunged. The Philippines was excep
tional to the degree that its Congress and elected President had deeper roots,
but even here a period of arbitrary rule under martial law imposed by an
elected president was not avoided. The political rule of appointed officials
in the new states was so conspicuous that one could scarcely have. been blind
to it when thinking about the administrative problems of these countries.

The comparative study of governmental systems which was motivated
by technical assistance programs in public administration to highlight the
political roles played by appointed career officials in many countries proved
to be the basic fallacy of the dichotomy myth. A strong comparative admi
nistration movement, by demonstrating the inherent and essential inter
dependence of politics and administration in the Third World, would also
compel Americans to reassessthe dichotomy myth at home.

In practice, however, foreign aid had exactly the opposite effect. 'Phe
rulers of the new 'states typically welcomed foreign administrative advice to
strengthen their bureaucracies and (they hoped) to improve their capacity to
run development programs, i.e. to engage in "Development Administration."
At the same time. they rejected political advice for fear that it would under
mine prevailing structures of power. The receptivity of the new states to
technical assistance for administrative but not for political development
offered new opportunities for public administration experts if, and only if,
they agreed to eschew politics.· Under their tutelage, new institutes, depart-

"';"ments and schools of public administration sprang up throughout the Third
World, uniformly divorced from the study of politics, and outside the frame
work of political science departments. Nothing persuades like success, and
this" experience seemed to confirm the validity of the dichotomy myth,
Thus, ironically, our post-war overseas experiences largely coincided with and
reinforced the schizoid condition of American political science. .

Because of the weight of bureaucratic. power in, many Third World
countries, we might have expected specialists in comparative politics to fill
the gap, identifying the integral interdependence of politics and administra-

, tion. However, sad to say, comparative politics paid marginal attention only
to bureaucratic power and almost none to administrative failures. 20 It tried
to globalize its preoccupation with minus administratiori, relying on func
tionalism and cultural analysis to compensate for its failure to. address funda-
mental structural issues. ' .

The split between "politics" and "administration" actually deepened
for .~m accidental reason. The previously integrated field of, comparative gov
ernment was replaced by the separate fields of comparative politics (or poli
tical development) and comparative administration (or development admi-
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nistration). If efforts made in the mid-50s to secure funding for a research
program on comparative administration under the aegis of the American
Political Science Associatio.n (APSA) had succeeded. a bridge between the
two fields might have been built, A~ luck would have it. funding was secured
for CAG. but it was through APSA and comparative politics gained support.
simultaneously. through the Social Science Research Council. By lodging the
national focus for these two subjects in institutional settings that were
utterly divorced from each other the gulf between the two fields was signifi
cantly widened.

The efforts of the CAG to find new ways to conceptualize the field and
counteract the split never had a main stream influence. 2l Within ASPA
itself. the CAG approach was rejected as insufficiently "professional:' i.e.•
not relevant to the needs of practitioners and out of tone with the basic"
paradigm of Public Administration as an autonomous (non-political) discip
line. Moreover. CAG never had a homogeneous thrust. It struggled to answer
perplexing problems without reaching any consensus. Its meetings and pub
lications displayed a wide spectrum of points of view and paradigms. Al
though. some of us persisted in linking politics with administration, many
CAG members adhered to the established dichotomous paradigm. Students
of comparative politics. moreover. continued to view the development admi
nistration approach as both an establishment tool and a trivial preoccupa
tion. focussing their analyses on the political problems of developing coun
tries while neglecting their administrative aspects.

In the developing countries. the gulf between the study of politics and
administration also became institutionalized. Although real progress in the
understanding of politics/administration linkage will eventually evolve
overseas and correct the American parochialism in this sphere. today's out
look is far from encouraging. To break out of our impasse. it is not enough
just to criticize the dichotomy myth. Ail. alternative paradigm is needed.
based on the linkage rather than the separation of politics and administra
tion. Such a linkage must also be demonstrated within the American context
- it is not enough to focus on what Americans typically view as the except
ional circumstances of Third World countries.

Towards a Theory of Interdependence

At the philosophical level, our search for an appropriate paradigm may
start; by considering the complementarity of the principles of "responsi
bility" and "order" as basic norms. By responsibility, it refers to .the civic
(Greek) tradition discussed by Waldo, and by order, the imperial (Roman)
tradition. Responsibility includes the civic virtues. based on human equality
and freedom, and the obligation of elected representatives to serve the inter-

.ests and needs of their constituents. i.e., the citizens. Order. by contrast. is
based on the need to counteract chaos. to institutionalize laws and regula
.tione designed to control aberrant behavior and, protect people, from
'violence and abuse. .
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On their face these principles seem to contradict each other. Exclu'sive
emphasis on responsibility implies giving free rein to all kinds ofcompeting
interests to express themselves fully, which may result in disorder. The more
we stress equity and justice, the rights of critics and their demands for
accountability, the more we tend to see bureaucratic hierarchies and govern
ment regulations, - i.e., the ordering principle, - as antagonistic or alien. 'By
contrast, increases in order appear to curtail responsibility, as when authori
tarian regimes clamp down on civil disobedience and' impose restrictions on
disruptive behavior. The more vigorously a regime imposes order through the
efficient and effective execution of public policies, the more it may restrict
autonomous behavior and limit opportunities for political arguments or
dissent.

, Each of these two principles may be treated as an autonomous and
independent value: students of politics, following the Greek civic tradition"

, tend to be preoccupied with problems of responsibility in public life; special
ists on administration, taking the Roman imperial path, stress the need for
order, as a' primary norm. Both preoccupations are one-sided and sterile be
caus~ each depends on the other for its realization. ~

The complementarity of Order and Responsibility

A more valid analysis starts from these premises:

'1. order without responsibility leads to disorder; and'
2. responsibility without order leads to irresponsibility.

•

.'
In other words, order can be maximized only when it is based on responsi-'
bility, and responsibility flourishes only in a context of order.

To make these abstract propositions intelligible we need to visualize
their application in concrete situations. The first premise is reflected in re
gimes whose autocratic rulers seek to dominate and regiment the conduct of
their citizens without taking their interests or demands into account. This
leads, ultimately, to dissent, subversion, terrorism and revolution - the very.
antithesis of order. By contrast, the second premise is manifested in societies •
whose members insist on complete openness and freedom of choice, a liber- ~
tarian unregulated utopia, but one in which competing interests and human
aggressiveness generate not only disorder and the inability of any regime to
meet-the needs of its citizens effectively, but also the eventual usurpation of '
power, i.e.jutter irresponsibility. Thus-both responsibility without order and
order without responsibility are mirages. .

To put the same point in .apositive rather than a negative light, consider
the hypothesis that responsibility. and order are complementary: govern
.ments can be responsible only if they can establish order through effective
administration and, conversely, they can create order only to the degree that
they are politically responsible. Thus order and responsibility are two sides
of the same coin - one is impossible without the other. However. just as

•
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one may see only heads or tails by looking always at one. side of a coin, so
one can also create an illusion of the autonomy of administration or politics
by looking only at the problem of order or the problem of responsibility.
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Bureaucracy as a Focus

This philosophical argument comes into focus when one looks, con
cretely, at the status and performance of public bureaucracies. Bureaucracy,
of 'course, never performs all the functions of either politics or administra
tion. In other words, even when bureaucrats are dominant as in a bureaucra
tic polity, non-bureaucrats still play political roles. Conversely, even when
public officials are seen as the main actors in an administrative system, non
officials also play important administrative roles. What is important and us
ually overlooked, however, is the interdependence of the political and ad
ministrative functions of bureaucrats. To summarize, consider the "unity
rule: " Officials who'administer best are politically competent also.

To make sense of this rule we need to distinguish between political
competence and incompetence. One may be politically active but incompe
tent. To explain this point, we need to think about three dimensions of poli
tical action, each of which involves a basic contrast. In practice, the most
common behaviors probably fall at intermediate positions on a scale for each
of the following polar contraries:

Micro- vs. macro-level politics. A distinction between officials struggling
against each other solely to enhance their personal interests in contrast with
conflicts that are oriented to larger issues of public policy and organization.
Since micro-level politics almost always obstructs both good administration
and good politics, bureaucrats engaged in micro-level politics only are poli
tically incompetent. Political competence involves macro-level politics.

Partisan vs. nonpartisan politics. Involvement or noninvolvement in
political party campaigns as a special form of politics. Much if not most
politics is nonpartisan. It concerns programs and policies that are not deter
mined by party affiliation. Strictly partisan politics by public officials is
often, if not always, subversive of good administration. Bureaucrats who are
politically competent, therefore, are normally, but not necessarily.dnvolved
exclusively in nonpartisan politics. No doubt there are exceptions, but in
such cases they are administratively able despite, rather than because of,
their partisanship.

Endocentric vs. exocentric. The extent to which bureacratic politics
primarily involves intrabureaucratic struggles between rival officials and
departments contrasted with situations in which it also includes relations
with extrabureaucratic institutions, such as interest groups, legislative 'com
mittees and judicial bodies. Both endocentric and exocentric bureaucratic
politics require competence, but exocentric bureaucratic politics has_a
higher correlation with administrative performance.
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To summarize, bureaucratic "political competence" means politics at

the macro-level and normally (but not always) nonpartisan. It can involve
either endocentric or exocentric politics, but the latter probably generates
more administrative competence.

We should study thepatterns of bureaucratic politics and administra
tion that are associated with different regime types to support the unity rule
empirically. Contemporary comparative politics has, unnecessarily' obstruc
ted this kind-of inquiry by its preoccupation; with cultural and environ
mental variables at the expense of the structural features of different consti
tutions or regime types. The basic rules (constitution) of apolitical system
offer the most persuasive grounds for predicting and understanding both
political and administrative performance. Only after we have exhausted the
explanatory :power of a regime type should we .look to other explanatory
variables. This proposition leads us to compare regimes in order to under
stand interaction between politics and administration.

Bureaucratic Self-Interest

Such comparisons. should start with an analysis of bureaucratic inter
ests and· power potentials. Although those who create bureaucracies assured
ly do so primarily for administrative reasons - to institutionalize and·
strengthen the supportive services needed by any government committed to
implementing its own policies - it is apparent that after they are appointed,
bureacurats acquire interests as office-holders and they acquire the capacity
to protect and enhance these interests. In so doing, of course, they are rio
different from any other groups or "classes" whose members have interests
to uphold. .

We ordinarily think of "class' interests as something based on property
and income, but we usually do not think of bureaucrats as a class. We expect
landowners, industrial workers, farmers, capitalists' and industrialists to fight
for their income and security but, strangely, we rarely expect public officials'
to do the same ...,.... perhaps' because we want them to be self-sacrificing
"public servants," we are shocked and surprised when they also strive to ad-
vance their own self-interests. - .

However; when we do' think about the interests of officials, we usually
relate them to the classes from which they are recruited rather than those of
the class they have joined. Alternatively, neo-Marxists may think of govern
ment employees as members of the "bourgeoisie," as though salaried
workers had the same interests as self-employed ·business and professional
people. This is surely unrealistic. 'Career officials have a stake in the govern
mental institutions which furnish their livelihood; not in the private property
which gives a "bourgeois" class its power and specific interests. When We
think of bureaucracy as a class, weirecognize that its functions automatically
give it political resources that are consequential and potentially overwhelm
ing. Moreover, if officials can monopolize. power, they will exploit it at the
expense of administrative performance and the interests of other classes.
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To assure good administration, therefore, bureaucratic power must not
be destroyed, but. it does need to be balanced by·the: countervailing force of
extrabureaucratic institutions. Such a balance permits nonbureaucrats to
hold bureaucrats accountable for their performance, yet it gives officials
enough power to assure' their ability to administer efficJe~tly and effective
ly. Administrative performance declines with imbalances, i.e. ~when, public
officials either monopolize power or become supinely powerless. The degree
to which democratic responsibility is feasible depends primarily on the struc
ture of power in extrabureaucratic self-governing institutions rather than on
how these institutions relate to the bureaucracy.

Bureaucracy under American PresidenfiiJlism

To understand the distinctive pattern of contemporary bureaucratic
politics in America we need 'to combine structural factors. First, as noted .
above, the modified merit system developed in .America since the adoption of
the Pendleton Act in the.1880s; causes career officials in America to become
program specialists. They are,therefore, exceptionally vulnerable to any
decisions that jeopardize their programs and, consequently, their tenure
and salary. Because of this, an irresistible interest impels them to press not
only for the perpetuation, but also for the expansion, of the programs and
organizations (bureaus, sections, departments) in which they work. .J

Second, the constitutional separation of powers in the American presi
dential system compels Congress to act autonomously on a large agenda of
public policies. Because of its heavy agenda, Congress has to delegate powers
to a large number of very powerful committees (or subcommittees). (see
note No. 11). Moreover, the essentially weak nature of a presidentialist
party system and its inability to take stands on controversial issues creates
a context .that invites a multitude of 'special interest lobbies to replace poli
tical parties. They find their. natural counterparts in congressional sub
committees which.jf interested, can sponsor the causes they advocate.

In this political setting, public officials can best serve their own "class"
interests by working closely with both the congressional committees and the
lobbyists of friendly private organizations so as to win the public policies
and the appropriations that will sustain their programs. The growing litera
ture on "bureaucratic politics" in America makes all of this quite explicit:
American bureaucrats use their expertise and offices to foster the lam and
budgets that enhance their interests.22 A notable result of this three-sided
interaction is the formation of "iron triangles." 23

Administratiue Consequences of Bureaucratic Politics

The administrative consequences of these dynamics have been little'
noted, however: since American career officials know that. their personal
welfare depends on the success of the programs in which they are working,
they are highly motivated to administer effectively, and to this end they
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welcome techniques that work well in private corporations where market
incentives also dictate' the interest of corporate management in good admi
nistration. Consequently the dynamics of presidentialist politics in America
drives public officials to try to, be good administrators. The American mode
of bureaucratic political action, therefore, is exceptionally exocentric and
macropolitical. Although American career officials are nonpartisan, there are
many partisan appointees; especially at the top executiveJevels. We conclude
that the bureaucracy as a whole, including both its partisan and nonpartisan
slements, is politically competent and, strives to administer well.

In parliamentary .systems, by contrast, because' government policies can
only be accepted or rejected by Parliament as a whole, parliamentary. com
mittees are weak 'and political parties are more issue oriented. Consequently
bureaucrats have fewer incentives and opportunities to "politic" either with
legislative committees on' private .mterest groups. In these systems, even

.though 'career appointments are customary, the prevalence of class-based
rotation between different agencies means that officials have less stake in
their own programs and 'few opportunities to strengthen them by means of
exocentricpolitics. They tend to focus on endocentric bureaucratic politics,'
lobbying with their colleagues and striving to .influence the policies of cabi- '
net members: Although they have fewer motives than presidentialist officials'
to "politic" with organized constituencies, they are more likely' to under
stand the need for global, inter-agency integration than are-presidennailst
officials; ,

. , ,

In the Third World, by contrast, following the introduction of career
systems in the British empire, "modernized" bureaucratic systems became
the norm for colonial administration. The Spanish' Empire, however, lost
their possessions before its colonial bureaucracy had been modernized. 24
Nevertheless, it was scarcely in the interest of the imperial powers to intro
duce institutions of self-government while they were struggling to retain con
trol over conquered territories. Consequently when the. new states became
independent, they found themselves endowed with well-entrenched state
bureaucracies but extremely fragile political institutions for self-government.
Ncit surprisingly,' these tenuous :self-governing institutions were soon over
thrown and military,domination' was established.P' '

. By contrast, in those possessions where the independence movement in
volved prolonged guerrilla warfare, -the' organizers of revolution created
single-party dictatorships. They typically followed the Bolshevik model both

'ideologically and institutionally, generating regimes that were relatively
immune to, military domination and able to hold party control over their
bureaucraci~s: The price, of course, was the suppression of civil liberties and
of the right to organize peaceful political opposition to those in power.

. However, the new states that came under military control have expe
rienced a form of. bureaucratic .domination in which public officials are not
rewarded by extra-bureaucratic institutions for good performance nor are
they punished for poor performance, Here we find a contradiction between
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the expedient interests of officials and the needs of the people whom the
bureaucrats are supposed to serve. Political incompetence is strongly asso
ciated with administrative malperformance.

Despite this, these regimes often manifest a keen appetite for American
administrative theories and practices. It is not difficult to explain the
paradox. American administrative ideas and teachinga are carried in packages
that include various tangible benefits for recipient officials. They could
easily give lip service to the developmental values of foreign advisers, accept
ing all the personal benefits that come with technical assistance programs
while not intending to apply the administrative principles in any basic way.

As we study the political rewards and penalties open to public officials,
military and civil, we shall begin to learn more about the motivations that
affect their willingness to administer public policies well or indifferently,
and the kinds of ideas or theories about public administration that they find
interesting and relevant. In short, sound theories of Public Administration,
with global relevance, can be developed only after we abandon the myth of a
dichotomy between politics and administration and seriously analyze their
necessary interdependence.
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